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macdonald princess irene's great-grandmother has a testing task for curdie. he will not
go alone though, as she provides him with a companion -- the oddest and ugliest
creature curdie has ever seen, but one who turns out to be the most loyal friend he could
have hoped for.
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SHAKESPEARE'S PLAY OF THE MERCHANT OF VENICE
ARRANGED FOR REPRESENTATION AT THE PRINCESS'S
THEATRE, WITH HISTORICAL AND EXPLANATORY NOTES BY
CHARLES KEAN, F S A
the business and personal dealings of a malevolent jew in early modern venice
become tied up with the lives and loves of several young people in this comedy,
one of shakespeare's most popular.
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LOVE INSPIRED HISTORICAL OCTOBER 2013 BUNDLE: A FAMILY
FOR CHRISTMAS\THE SECRET PRINCESS\TAMING THE TEXAS
RANCHER\AN UNLIKELY UNION
love inspired historical brings you four new titles for one great price, available
now for a limited time only from october 1 to october 31! travel back in time and
experience powerful and engaging stories of romance, adventure and faith. this
love inspired historical bundle includes a family for christmas by winnie griggs,
the secret princess by rachelle mccalla, taming t love inspired historical brings
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you four new titles for one great price, available now for a limited time only from
october 1 to october 31! travel back in time and experience powerful and
engaging stories of romance, adventure and faith. this love inspired historical
bundle includes a family for christmas by winnie griggs, the secret princess by
rachelle mccalla, taming the texas rancher by rhonda gibson and an unlikely union
by shannon farrington. look for 4 new inspiring historical stories every month
from love inspired historical! ...more

SHAKESPERE'S HISTORICAL PLAY OF KING HENRY THE EIGHTH;
ARRANGED FOR REPRESENTATION AT THE PRINCESS'S THEATRE
this historic book may have numerous typos and missing text. purchasers can
download a free scanned copy of the original book (without typos) from the
publisher. not indexed. not illustrated. 1855*. excerpt: ... act ii. scene i.--the king's
stairs, westminster, taken from the same drawing as scene i. act i. enter gentlemen,
h.h., and a crowd of citizens, to witness bucking this historic book may have
numerous typos and missing text. purchasers can download a free scanned copy of
the original book (without typos) from the publisher. not indexed. not illustrated.
1855*. excerpt: . act ii. scene i.--the king's stairs, westminster, taken from the
same drawing as scene i. act i. enter gentlemen, h.h., and a crowd of citizens, to
witness buckingham going to execution. muffled drum and bell, at intervals,
during the scene. 1 gent. all's now done, but the ceremony of bringing back the
prisoner. 2 gent, were you there? 1 gent. yes, indeed, was i. 2 gent. pray speak,
what has happened? 1 gent. you may guess, quickly, what. 2 gent.' is he found
guilty? 1 gent. yes, truly, is he, and condemn'd upon it. 2 gent. i am sorry for't. 1
Readable/Downloadable
gent. so are a number more. 2 gent. the cardinal is at the end of this. 1 gent. stay
there, sir, and see the noble ruin'd man you speak of. 2 gent. let's stand close, and
behold him. enter buckingham, from his arraignment.(i) r.u.e. two tip-staves
before him; the axe, with the edge towards him and guard; with him, sth thos.
lovell, sib nicholas vaux, sir william sands. the duke's barge discovered with four
rowers, at the foot of the steps leading to the water. buck. all good people, you
that thus far have come to pity me, hear what i say, and then go home and lose
me. i have this day receiv'd a traitor's judgment, and by that name must die; yet,
heaven bear witness, and, if i have a conscience, let it sink me, even as the axe
falls, if i be not faithful the law i bear no malice for my death; it has done, upon
the premises, but justice: but those that sought it i could wish more christians: be
what they will, i heartily forgive them: for further life in this world i ne'er hope,
nor will i sue, although the king have mercies more than i dare make faults. you
few that lov'd me, and dare be bold to weep for buckingham, his noble friends,
and fellows, whom to leave is only bitter to him, only dying, go with me, like go.
.more
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VICTORIA: AN ENGLISH PRINCESS'S DIARY, 1829 (THE ROYAL
DIARIES)
being a princess is not all glittery parties and lavish holidays by the sea. well,
actually, it is, but it's not all fun. young princess victoria is constantly surrounded
by family and advisors, allowing her no privacy and very few opportunities to
express herself until she purloins an old ledger book from one of kensington
palace's stables. she promptly begins recording h being a princess is not all glittery
parties and lavish holidays by the sea. well, actually, it is, but it's not all fun.
young princess victoria is constantly surrounded by family and advisors, allowing
her no privacy and very few opportunities to express herself until she purloins an
old ledger book from one of kensington palace's stables. she promptly begins
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recording her secrets, daily trials, and naughty witticisms (her uncle, king george
iv, has big, plump hands, "the size of a plucked quail.") in this very incongruous
journal. the biggest secret of all, however, is one that is kept from our heroine. it is
not until well into her two-year-long diary that victoria pieces together her family
tree to discover that she is next in line to the throne. this intriguing installment of
the royal diaries series will inspire many readers to delve deeper into queen
victoria's life as the longest reigning queen of england. author anna kirwan's
fictionalized account is entertaining and enlightening, packed with facts about
royal customs in the early 19th century. historical notes, a family tree, and photos
provide more factual information for the curious reader. (ages 9 to 12) --emilie
coulter ...more

ELIZABETH: A TUDOR PRINCESS'S DIARY, 1544 (THE ROYAL
DIARIES)
november 10, 1544. i have been living with this constant fear of exile now for two
days. so far i have heard nothing. plans seem to proceed as normal for our move to
ashridge. this palace, too, is becoming quite filthy, what with all the banqueting
and people and gaming between michaelmas feast and the feast of all saints' day.
the roses bloom in our garden with such vigor november 10, 1544. i have been
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living with this constant fear of exile now for two days. so far i have heard
nothing. plans seem to proceed as normal for our move to ashridge. this palace,
too, is becoming quite filthy, what with all the banqueting and people and gaming
between michaelmas feast and the feast of all saints' day. the roses bloom in our
garden with such vigor, but the stench from the courtyard over the wall outside
the kitchens is unbearable. ...more

VALKYRIE -THE VAMPIRE PRINCESS’S CLOTHES (VALKYRIE -THE
VAMPIRE PRINCESS,#0)
Readable/Downloadable
synopsis valkyrie – the vampire princess’s clothes exhibits: 10 color images from
valkyrie – the vampire princess’s clothes.

CLEOPATRA: AN EGYPTIAN PRINCESS'S DIARY, AD 57 (THE
ROYAL DIARIES)
gripping journal entries tell a tale of ancient egypt and rome, where you'll meet
one of history's most famous women, witness the pharaoh's attempted murder, and Readable/Downloadable
encounter marc antony. cleopatra's journal brings to life the sights, sounds, and
smells of ancient civilizations, personalizing history and illustrating what it's like
to grow up in the public eye.
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THE PRINCESS'S BODYGUARD (THE PROTECTORS, #17) (THE
PROTECTORS #17)
this arrogant, ill-mannered american was hardly the sort of man princess adele of
orlantha was used to encountering in her world of wealth and privilege. and yet
matt o'brien was all that stood between her and the deadly conspiracy that
threatened everything she held dear. her only hope was a marriage — in name
only — to her self-appointed "protector." but to be so very... this arrogant, illmannered american was hardly the sort of man princess adele of orlantha was
used to encountering in her world of wealth and privilege. and yet matt o'brien
was all that stood between her and the deadly conspiracy that threatened
everything she held dear. her only hope was a marriage — in name only — to her
self-appointed "protector." but to be so very. intimate with this infuriating yet
dangerously compelling man was almost more than she could bear — because
their masquerade was turning into a passion that was all too real. .more
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VIOLET EYES: A RETELLING OF THE &QUOT;PRINCESS AND THE
PEA&QUOT; (ONCE UPON A TIME #18)
seventeen-year-old violet is amazed when a storm brings the dashing prince
richard to her impoverished family’s farm. the two fall in love at first sight, but
although richard has given his heart to violet, his parents will only let him marry a
princess of their choosing, a lady of the highest nobility and sensitivity. now on a
quest to be reunited with her true love, viol seventeen-year-old violet is amazed
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when a storm brings the dashing prince richard to her impoverished family’s farm.
the two fall in love at first sight, but although richard has given his heart to violet,
his parents will only let him marry a princess of their choosing, a lady of the
highest nobility and sensitivity. now on a quest to be reunited with her true love,
violet must rely on her wits—and a little help from an unexpected source—to
compete with princesses, pass the king and queen’s tests, and prove herself
worthy of being richard’s bride. ...more

THE PRINCESS'S SECRET SCANDAL (CAPTURING THE CROWN #2)
prince of public relations to wed pregnant princess!it seems royal pr man chase
savage is involved in a scandal. savage announced his engagement to sydney
conner, the illegitimate princess from naessa, who is pregnant with our late prince
reginald's heir. savage was reportedly sent to bribe the ravishing royal, only to
find himself dodging bullets and fleeing the country w prince of public relations
to wed pregnant princess!it seems royal pr man chase savage is involved in a
scandal. savage announced his engagement to sydney conner, the illegitimate
princess from naessa, who is pregnant with our late prince reginald's heir. savage
was reportedly sent to bribe the ravishing royal, only to find himself dodging
bullets and fleeing the country with her.there was no denying the white-hot
passion between the pulchritudinous pair as they treated reporters to an ardent
display of affection. with sydney's life still endangered and tensions mounting,
one wonders if the engagement is simply the greatest spin of savage's career--or if
the confirmed bachelor has truly met his match! ...more
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THREE COMPLETE BOOKS: THE SECRET GARDEN/A LITTLE
PRINCESS/LITTLE LORD FAUNTLEROY
presenting three endearing favorites in classic children's literature, a burnett
Readable/Downloadable
anthology follows the stories of the contrary and curious mary, the wise and brave
sarah, and the lovable young lord fauntleroy.
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PRINCESS'S SECRET BABY (THE CHATSFIELD #11)
a princess for the playboy the princess of surhaadi is desperate to escape a life
lived in the shadows of her family's past. one misguided night of rebellion later
and leila's world comes crashing down thanks to two little blue lines on the
pregnancy test! when james chatsfield—world-renowned bad boy and soon-to-be
father —hears the shocking news, he knows he needs to act, a princess for the
playboy the princess of surhaadi is desperate to escape a life lived in the shadows
of her family's past. one misguided night of rebellion later and leila's world comes
crashing down thanks to two little blue lines on the pregnancy test! when james
chatsfield—world-renowned bad boy and soon-to-be father —hears the shocking
news, he knows he needs to act, and fast! he'll propose to protect his heir, but will
leila ever believe he sees her as more than just the mother of his child? welcome
to the chatsfield, new york! ...more
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THE PRINCESS'S CONSORT (HOUSE OF DRACUL #2 5)
[house of dracul 2.5] with her sister cassy, princess and scion of the house of
dracul, lost in avalon and brother-in-law, david, in an enchanted sleep, princess
elizabeta finds herself divorced, alone, and hunted. can she find love and safety in
the arms of a male witch? warning: although not about the primary characters in
the series, this work contains spoilers for scio [house of dracul 2.5] with her sister
cassy, princess and scion of the house of dracul, lost in avalon and brother-in-law, Readable/Downloadable
david, in an enchanted sleep, princess elizabeta finds herself divorced, alone, and
hunted. can she find love and safety in the arms of a male witch? warning:
although not about the primary characters in the series, this work contains spoilers
for scion's avalon: house of dracul book 2. adult-content rating: this book contains
content considered unsuitable for young readers 17 and under, and which may be
offensive to some readers of all ages. ...more

THE SHOE PRINCESS'S GUIDE TO THE GALAXY
overwhelmed by the realities of first-time motherhood and disillusioned with the
corporate world, jane trades in her manolos for nappies, nipple shields and the
foot spread of a yeti: a lifestyle choice her man-eating girlfriend, rachel, thinks is
taking retro chic just one step too far. unlike the lovely liz, who'd give anything to
be in jane's pram shoes. desperate to rec overwhelmed by the realities of first-time
motherhood and disillusioned with the corporate world, jane trades in her manolos
for nappies, nipple shields and the foot spread of a yeti: a lifestyle choice her
man-eating girlfriend, rachel, thinks is taking retro chic just one step too far.
unlike the lovely liz, who'd give anything to be in jane's pram shoes. desperate to
Readable/Downloadable
reconnect with the outside world, jane finds salvation in her local new mothers
group, a nonagenarian neighbour, and a royal duo of bloggers dedicated to shoes
and behind-the-scenes celebrity gossip. meanwhile, her unlucky-in-love best
friend, fi, thinks she's found the one – marco. should jane be concerned that marco
is a handsome, intelligent, italian shoe designer with a passion for teaching his
craft to bored housewives? or that her work-focussed husband is spending
increasingly long hours at the office … a heart-warming and timeless tale of the
transition from career-girl to new mum, the shoe princess's guide to the galaxy is a
sassy and sparkling debut about one modern woman's attempts to put her best foot
forward. ...more

THE PRINCESS'S BRIDE (THE PIRATES OF FLAUNDIA #1)
daisy de fleurre, an exiled princess from a faraway land, longs for true love. she almost
experienced it at the tender age of eighteen, when she and her servant chelsey, engaged in a
smoldering love affair for one brief summer before they were both separated forever. eight
years later, daisy is now engaged to a man who wants to offer her the world. but daisy still
longs fo daisy de fleurre, an exiled princess from a faraway land, longs for true love. she
almost experienced it at the tender age of eighteen, when she and her servant chelsey, engaged
in a smoldering love affair for one brief summer before they were both separated forever.
Readable/Downloadable
eight years later, daisy is now engaged to a man who wants to offer her the world. but daisy
still longs for the woman she has never forgotten... the dastardly lady pirate c.w. dread, lives
for revenge against lord humphrey, the man who murdered her family. she will kidnap
humphrey's fiancée, hold her for ransom, and introduce her to the delights of the flesh. then
her revenge will be complete! but dread is in for a shock when her prisoner is a blast from her
past who she once adored deep down to her very core. danger, adventure and passion are only
a few things in store for this lady pirate and her princess as they succumb to a lust for one
another that can no longer be denied or contained. .more
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THE INFERNAL DEVICES: CLOCKWORK ANGEL; CLOCKWORK
PRINCE; CLOCKWORK PRINCESS (THE INFERNAL DEVICES #1-3)
don’t miss the mortal instruments: city of bones, soon to be a major motion
picture in theaters august 2013. step back in time with the shadowhunters with this
ebook collection of the new york times bestselling infernal devices trilogy.
passion. power. secrets. enchantment. the shadowhunters of the victorian age
delve into all of these—in addition to darkness and danger—in don’t miss the
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mortal instruments: city of bones, soon to be a major motion picture in theaters
august 2013. step back in time with the shadowhunters with this ebook collection
of the new york times bestselling infernal devices trilogy. passion. power. secrets.
enchantment. the shadowhunters of the victorian age delve into all of these—in
addition to darkness and danger—in the infernal devices trilogy, packaged in an
ebook collection that includes clockwork angel, clockwork prince, and clockwork
princess. ...more

YOUNG INDIANA JONES AND THE PRINCESS OF PERIL (YOUNG
INDIANA JONES #5)
in 1913 in russia, indy befriends a young georgian princess involved in the
Readable/Downloadable
georgian independence movement and is pursued by secret police and agents of an
evil religious fanatic.

THE SCHOOL FOR GOOD AND EVIL #2: A WORLD WITHOUT
PRINCESS 9C MIX FLR (THE SCHOOL FOR GOOD AND EVIL #2)
after saving themselves and their fellow students from a life pitched against one
another, sophie and agatha are back home again, living happily ever after. but life
isn't exactly a fairytale. when agatha secretly wishes she'd chosen a different
happy ending with prince tedros, the gates to the school for good and evil open
once again. but good and evil are no longer enemi after saving themselves and
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their fellow students from a life pitched against one another, sophie and agatha are
back home again, living happily ever after. but life isn't exactly a fairytale. when
agatha secretly wishes she'd chosen a different happy ending with prince tedros,
the gates to the school for good and evil open once again. but good and evil are no
longer enemies and princes and princesses may not be what they seem, as new
bonds form and old ones shatter. ...more

AIDAN OF OREN: THE ELF PRINCESS (AIDAN OF OREN)
it is the age of the elves. it is the age of mystery. aidan, a child of unique birth and
destiny, has traveled with his friends to a land of endless beauty and charm in
search of an ancient secret. the guardians, great dragons that have kept the peace
for thousands of years, have disappeared. where have they gone, and why? a
celebration for the ages is at hand, an elf prin it is the age of the elves. it is the age
Readable/Downloadable
of mystery. aidan, a child of unique birth and destiny, has traveled with his friends
to a land of endless beauty and charm in search of an ancient secret. the guardians,
great dragons that have kept the peace for thousands of years, have disappeared.
where have they gone, and why? a celebration for the ages is at hand, an elf
princess will soon be revealed, and an old, curious mouse holds the key to it all.
...more

PRINCESS BITTY BABY (BITTY BABY #5)
discover the world of bitty baby - a special new friend to help girls ages 3 - 5 shine bright! in
this story, a little girl and her bitty baby doll are all ready for bed and can't wait for a bedtime
story. so the girl tells one of her own - about princess bitty baby, a dragon, and an enchanted
frog - and discovers the power of her own storytelling. includes a "for parents" discover the
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world of bitty baby - a special new friend to help girls ages 3 - 5 shine bright! in this story, a
little girl and her bitty baby doll are all ready for bed and can't wait for a bedtime story. so the
girl tells one of her own - about princess bitty baby, a dragon, and an enchanted frog - and
discovers the power of her own storytelling. includes a "for parents" section that provides tips
to help make bedtime a happy experience for you and your little one. ...more
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